Clifton Campville Country Fair 2018
Saturday 9th June 2018

Interesting and Unusual Vehicles
(one two three four … or more wheels !)
We encourage anyone with ‘interesting or unusual’ vehicles to come along
and join in the day. Display spaces for unusual vehicles are limited and
therefore we can only reserve space if requested in advance.
Registering a vehicle will enable us to designate and reserve a specific space –
without this there is a very real possibility that there won’t even be a space in
the Main Car Park for the vehicle - having to park off the field away from the
activities and events in the overflow area.
To reserve a space please complete the attached form and return by :
Post to:
Sue Wadham, 10 Lullington Road, Clifton Campville, Tamworth, Staffs B79 0AU
or
e mail the completed form to suewadham@aol.com
or
ring 01827 373814 with all of the information
(Please remember to add your contact details - the form itself will be printed for public
information but only the owners name will appear.)

People are welcome to bring the vehicles up to the field on the Friday
afternoon/early evening (the field gates are secured overnight) or alternatively
to arrive between 8.30 and 9.30am on Saturday 9th June.
Please make sure that you head for the Main Car Park – not the Overflow Car
Park.
The daytime programme of events finishes with the vehicle parade at approx.
4.30pm. There will then be a short changeover period before the live music
commences for the evening. The food (this year including a Hog Roast) and the
licensed bar continue all evening. The music goes on until about 11.30pm.
You are welcome to leave the vehicle overnight on the Saturday night. There
are toilet facilities and a water supply all weekend and we are happy for
people to camp overnight on the field.

